
Migration Acceleration Program
The AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) is a comprehensive and proven methodology to support 
customers migrating to cloud and is backed by thousands of successful projects. From one application 
to a large portfolio, our approach to MAP is scalable and tailored to your business needs. We do more 
than accelerate sustainable digital transformation – we get you to value faster and support you 
throughout the journey.

Product overview
MAP uses a proven three-phased framework 
(Assess, Mobilize, and Migrate and Modernize) to 
help achieve migration goals. The three-phase 
process is designed to help organizations 
approach a migration of tens, hundreds, or 
thousands of workloads. While each phase is a 
common component of a successful migration, 
they are not discrete phases, but an iterative 
process forming part of the overall journey.

Benefits

• Leverages existing data
• Non-intrusive and secure
• Rapid time to insight
• Lucrative funding opportunities
• Reduce costs & increase business agility
• Comprehensive Business Case
• Trusted AWS Migration Partner
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Our approach - Get started with our initial assessment phase

The MAP process supports specialized workloads through comprehensive tooling, services, guidance 
and training. Thoughtworks has a proven track record of delivering large-scale migrations and having 
the people, process and technology capabilities available to support customers throughout their 
journey. Below is our step-by-step approach to the Assess Phase:
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